Learning Report 1: May 2019

funding was allocated to 28 self-management projects with a
focus on learning about health and social care integration...

nce upon a time

What?

How?

A day for all funded projects to share their learning.

Preparation before the day:

When?

topics / issues bubbling up
learning about integration
and partnership work
how self-evaluation is
going

Wednesday 13th March 2019, 10.30am - 4.00pm

Where?
The Tontine Building, 20 Trongate, Glasgow, G1 5ES

Why?

1. complete a
short online
survey

To gather illustrative stories and information to share that might
be helpful to other projects and/or The Alliance - instead of
asking projects to write full written reports.

On the day:

Who?

 reflect
 share
 listen

The day was facilitated by Martha Lester-Cribb from
Evaluation Support Scotland. The funders (The Alliance
and the William Grant Foundation) were also represented.

There were 34 delegates from 25 of the 28 funded selfmanagement projects:
AIMS Advocacy
Buddy Beat
Carers of West Dunbartonshire
Chris's House
Creativity In Care
Deafblind Scotland
Families in Trauma
GCVS
LifeCare
Lorn and Oban Healthy Options
Love n Light Recovery
Mental Health Foundation
Moray Wellbeing Hub

2. e-mail an image
which represents
the project

Morton in the Community
Outside The Box
PAMIS
Pillar Kincardine
Scottish Families Affected by Drugs
Support in Mind Scotland
The Haven
The Ripple
The Stroke Association
Visibility
Volunteer Edinburgh
Waverley Care

Those who couldn’t attend were asked to send their
learning in by e-mail.
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 debate
 comment
 learn

3. have a think
about some
topics

 be able to share this learning more widely

Index
 learn about how / whether H&SC Integration impacts on project

 understand what kind of evidence it will be realistic for projects to produce

 know what self-management looks like in practice

 gather tangible information

 learn about good practice and what is realistic

The Alliance wants to...
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→

What? When? Where? Why? Who? How?

2

→

Who do you work with?

4

→

Outcomes

5

→

Images which represent something about each project

6

→

1 word to describe how you are feeling about your project

7

→

The most wonderful things to happen so far

8-9

→

Numbers of people supported and volunteers

10

→

What’s your project’s approach?

11-12

→

Why did you choose that format?

13-14

→

What’s bubbling up for you?

15-17

→

Ironing out the kinks

18-23

→

The good, the bad and the ugly of partnership working

24

→

What’s your learning about Health and Social Care Integration?

25-28

→

One thing I want The ALLIANCE to know, and why

29-30

→

Feedback from the day

31

→

Preferences for Learning Day 2
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Who do you work with?
24 projects indicated who they work with - choosing as many categories as they felt appropriate (range 1-7):
8 projects chose 1 category
3 chose 4 categories
8 chose 2 categories
1 chose 6 categories
3 chose 3 categories
1 chose 7 categories
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Themed analysis of outcomes as reported in the
online survey. Each project was asked to list up
to 5 intended outcomes. The bigger the circle,
the more times the theme was mentioned.

Main outcome themes
Self-manage more effectively: 15 // Access more support: 9 // Increase influence
on policy & practice: 9 // Reduce isolation: 9 // Increase confidence: 7 // Increase
emotional wellbeing: 5 // Increase independence: 4 // Increase skills: 4 // Know
more about gaps: 4 // Increase physical activity: 2 // Reduce anxiety: 2

An image which
represents something
about your project

There was general agreement that most people could relate to
most of these words at different times. Also, that the apparently
negative words aren’t really negative - they represent challenges.

Comments

1 word to describe how you are
feeling about your project...
7

The most wonderful
things to happen so far...

8

Some examples
of the most
wonderful
things to
happen so far...
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As of 12th March 2019, 23 projects had completed the short survey...

How many
people with
long term
conditions have
you supported
so far?

The majority of projects, 9/23
(39%) haven’t involved any
volunteers yet.

The two most common
responses, selected by 7/23
projects (30%), were that so
far they had supported:
 between 11 and 20 people
with long term conditions
or
 none (yet)

How many
volunteers
have you
involved so
far?

Only 1 project said they don’t
have any plans to involve
volunteers.
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What’s your project’s

R OA

A PP

CH?

NB: Not all questions were relevant to all projects and projects could select as many answers as appropriate

How do you work with the people you support?

Who provides the support?
18

19

13

13
11

12
8

1:1

Small group

Large group

Volunteers

11

Peers

Project Staff

Sessional
workers

2

How is support provided?

Are you...

14

12
20

APPRO

ACH

?

3
Face-to-Face

Developing
Materials?

Consulting
People?

Online

How regularly do people access support from you?

How long do you provide support for?

15
14
11
9

Regular Support

Fixed Term

Ad hoc / Drop-in
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Open Ended

Previous Experience / Consultation (18 mentions)
“Open ended: it’s what people have asked for and we know it
works.” [Volunteer Edinburgh]
“We want to spread the news and help create other groups
who can benefit in the same way – replicating our
success.” [Buddy Beat]
Stigma (6 mentions)
“Geographically wide spread, very few in numbers, affected by
stigma, shame and misunderstanding…. 1:1 support gives
people the time and space to 'tell their story' and to receive
adequate support and information” [Support in Mind Scotland]
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“Access to being online not always easy or confidential, HIV
stigma is still very much there.” [Waverley Care]

did you choose
that particular
format for your
project?

Analysis of projects’ responses
identified 9 main themes:
 previous experience / consultation

Value of Peers - delivering support / in group (18 mentions)










22 projects involve some kind of group work. 10 projects
include both some kind of group work and peer support. only 2
projects who attended were using neither group work nor peer
support.

stigma
value of peers
volunteers
journey

“Group work encourages sharing, trust, belonging, safe space,
all equal.” [Love and Light Recovery]

isolation
flexibility
practicalities
sharing learning

NB: This was presented as an open question, so the factors
mentioned by projects are those which came to mind at
that moment. The lack of mention of a particular factor by
some projects doesn’t mean it isn’t relevant for them.

Volunteers (7 mentions)
“We chose 3rd sector employee and volunteer delivery
because volunteer delivery [alone] was fragile.” [Lorn &
Oban Healthy Options]
“Project staff: provide scaffolding and structure for
volunteers.” [Volunteer Edinburgh]

Journey (7 mentions)
“Engage people at an earlier stage… building confidence and
having others share the journey.” [LifeCare Edinburgh]
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“Project keeps changing as families’ needs shift.” [Creativity
in Care]
“Volunteers: to provide a pathway for people… if they feel it
would be of benefit to their journey.” [GCVS]

Isolation (7 mentions)
“Face to face intervention as we want to build a community for
these young people with LTCs” [Mental Health Foundation]
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“Group:... connections, reducing isolation. ” [The Haven]

“Need a way to address isolation in all its forms… so being
isolated by mental illness is different from being socially
isolated.” [Pillar Kincardine]
Flexibility (6 mentions)
“Didn’t want it to be too prescriptive but more fluid and
flexible.” [The Ripple]
“Project designed around individual and their needs,
responsive at time of contact.” [Volunteer Edinburgh]
“1-2-1 if service users find a group situation too much at this
time.” [Waverley Care]
Practicalities (8 mentions)

“Families often struggle during night time and when services
are closed and choose to search online.” [Families in Trauma]
“face to face / online… saves on travel time, expenses in the
moment, childcare issues.” [Volunteer Edinburgh]
“Best approach to partnership working and GPs, therefore
greater buy-in.” [Stroke Association]

Sharing Learning (5 mentions)
“To empower family carers... in
anticipation that they will continue
to share their knowledge creating
a ripple effect of information
sharing.” [PAMIS]
“Producing an accessible resource
to reach as many deafblind people
as possible.” [Deafblind Scotland]
“Gathering case studies that can
be used for long term decision
making in relation to service
provision BOTH for the
organisation and GP
practice.” [Stroke Association]

As part of their preparation for the day, participants were asked to think about what topics and issues
were bubbling up for their projects. On the day, 131 responses were gathered. The quotes on the
following 2 pages reflect some of the key topics. The full list has been shared with The ALLIANCE.
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What is...
Interesting that steering group families raised
several issues about potential fears/danger the
staff/vol may experience - raised awareness of
what families are expected to cope with.

Interesting to see that families participating
in testing the service have come directly
and not referred, as not interested in
statutory services in spite of clear needs.

Allied Health Professionals have been
engaging with the training - attending
alongside carers, promoting the training
to carers and wanting to find out more.

Loving the changing
nature of the project
as needs change or
families suggest ideas.

The peer support and the
hope individuals are getting
from each other. Resulting
in an increase in motivation
to participate and explore.

A lot of work, sweat and tears going into
this - how can we be sure the service
will carry on once established. Uneasy
about putting things in place only for
funding to cease. This is people’s lives.

For families to
genuinely know and see
they can steer and
influence services and
for services to get that!!
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Lack of engagement
by GP practices on
such a crucial topic.

Surprised by how much more work is involved
in visiting people in own home compared to
running community hall based arts. A lot more
to consider and prepare.

There is a lot of trust and
personal responsibility involved
- the group has to put a lot of
work themselves to see the full
benefits of the project.

We will uncover really
informed and inspired
material shaped by
families themselves that
empowers families and
gives them a voice.

It's an utter joy to be
able to share what
we've learned... and
to see it helping other
people in turn.

Individuals are outlining to project
staff what they need to engage
with project - proving development
of self advocacy skills.

Get other
professionals esp
medical to see the
person as a whole
and not a condition.

Not having
enough time
and resource
to meet the
demand.

Worrying movement to
reliance on volunteering
to provide services in
the future without
resource.

Our culture and
society need to
value "care" more
(as a need, as a
job, as something
to be paid for).

For us to do
such a good job
the service is no
longer needed!

What...
How to set the perfect
dates / times for the selfmanagement workshops
and everyone in the same
room at the same time

Encourage Health and Social Care staff to
demand more opportunities to come
together themselves locally and nationally to
share new ways of working in the 3rd sector.

People's ability to self-manage... by
increasing their networks of support and
being open to learning new strategies.

Increased access to a service/
information across Lanarkshire, as non
cancer clients have to attend Glasgow.
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Health professionals
very interested to
hear about project.
Still reluctant to
become involved in
development and
delivery of it.

Stay open and self
aware. Reflect on
practice and share
share share!

A need to have
referral criteria
for the project.

We've moved some things around
and increased the training to 3
days which carers have welcomed.

Silly things like having venues and dates
well in advance of starting the project.
We've been in a position of last minute
advertising which really isn't great.

How it was going to eventually
look - would have saved me a lot
of time imagining / creating /
visualising / wondering.

Start! Read,
research, be curious,
contemplate…. but
then jump in!

Create some
more referrals

Recognise the time it can
take to engage with a range
of partners. Tie trainers
down to dates as early in
advance as possible.

Honouring the process
for self management
requires time.

The women we work with
are finding it hard to
identify what they want.

Don’t make
assumptions.

Do more research
into what resources
are out there already
that you might be
able to adapt.

How to value and look
after peoples stories
in the longer term
and collate them into
a bigger shared story
that has more impact.

Know who to
approach for
greater
impact.

Need help to work
out how to
demonstrate to
H&SC how we can
help them meet
their outcomes, and
save them money.

Ironing out the kinks
Analysis of discussions at the kick off day in October 2018 identified 7
questions which participants thought their projects might help to answer:

What do we know about gaps in self-management?
What are the barriers to self-management?
Does co-production work?
Can some self-management models transfer to new client groups?
What’s the impact of our work on other services?
How can we help statutory services engage with 3rd sector?
How can we influence wider policy and practice?
At the first learning day people worked together on the topic which most interested them. They were given some probing
questions as prompts:
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

What’s the problem you are trying to solve?
What are the hardest bits?
What gets in the way?
What can smooth the path?
What would it look like if it didn’t succeed?
What scares you about this?
What could go wrong?
What would success look like?
What can we try to do it better?
What would make it really easy?

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

If you had a fairy godmother, what would your request be?
What would you advise someone else to try?
If this was a brand new world, how would you set this up?
What could be?
Who else needs to be involved?
Why should it change?
What would a devil’s advocate say?
What needs to happen first? And then? And then?
What still needs to be understood?
What’s the story you are telling yourselves about this?

The following 5 pages summarise their conversations in their own words.
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What do we know about gaps in self-management?
The problem

We need

Services are often trauma-informed.
Individual needs aren’t recognised.
There is a lack of equality and fairness.
Gate-keepers and bureaucracy can get in the way.

A change of attitude in public services.
More money.
To create relevant resources.
To educate the educator.

What are the barriers to self-management?
First we need to know what self-management is. Who defines this?

The barriers
 We (services) can come across as “experts” – that then is the barrier.
 Don’t always look at the whole person – need to take a holistic view – LISTEN to the individual. Diagnosis v/ Person.
 People aren’t confident in self-management. People are frightened. The condition may become that person’s identity,
which may mean they are frightened to lose that identity. It seems that we require that “condition” to access services /
benefits.
 People may need to be in a “certain” place themselves before they can self-manage – or be in a position to support others
in self-management.
 Not always aware of secondary effects of condition (social/economic factors) - eg tiredness, stress, poverty, anxiety,
stigma.
 Self stigma – don’t always want to recognise the “not so good” coping strategies (eg drinking, smoking, risky behaviours
etc). Familiarity – we tend to use what we are comfortable with.
 Society floods us with “fake” self-worth (eg nail bars - though these can be used as a form of self care).

We need to accept

✓
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That we are all blobs!! Not the most picturesque / self-fulfilled individual. That is OK!

Does co-production work?
Emerging questions
? What is co-production? There is a difference in understanding between different people and groups (and a difference
between the 3rd sector and statutory services?). Consultation = passive, having a singular organisation calling the
shots. Co-production = mutual with equal shares in ownership. There needs to be an equal power dynamic.
? Where does the responsibility lie?
? Co-production is a resource – can a service be co-produced?

Issues











BUT

There is still the attitude that “service users should receive services”.
People are asked but not heard.
There is not enough creative thinking.
There is too much bureaucratic nonsense.
People are always trying to create one answer – but it needs to be flexible.
People want to know the outcomes in advance, there is not enough trust in providers and service users.
What works is different for each area. Who you work with changes what co-production looks like.
It’s important to understand differing values and backgrounds.
There is often duplication of services and learning because there are a lot of short term projects and funding.
Co-production with other services can be REALLY IMPORTANT. But other services don’t listen.
The people involved change too often.
more people are testing the water…

What can smooth the path?

✓ Building relationships
✓ Sharing learning
✓ Putting forward to people that co-production can be a positive experience
✓ Making sure you respond to feedback from service users
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Can some self-management models transfer
to new client groups?
What do we need to think about?
? What do we know about the gap?
? Is the model suitable as it is? If not, what do we
need to do to make it suitable?
? What’s different about the context? Use this to
tailor a version to suit service users.

What are the hardest bits?
 Getting people to look at it differently.
 Spreading the word to get referrals.

What gets in the way?
 Having to change your focus.
 The reality of limited resources.

What can smooth the path?

✓ Finance.
✓ Other supporting services’ availability.
✓ Collaboration with different organisations locally.
✓ Testing things out.

 Ensuring people recognise the benefits and

understand it’s for them.
 Creating a new referral pathway.

What’s the impact of our work on other services?
We may...
→
→
→
→
→
→
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reduce hospitalisation
decrease their workload
increase their workload
cause friction with statutory services (because they’re not integrated and responsive)
share knowledge and information
help them achieve outcomes they are interested in

How can we help statutory services engage
with the 3rd sector?
Building trust in the 3rd sector
Signposting is not enough. Need a chum / a buddying system to help people get from A to B.

How to build referral relationships with GPs

✓
✓
✓
✓

walk with them
attend GP cluster meetings
connect with cluster leads
have face to face quality contact with a small number and encourage them to share with other GPs (domino effect)

If there are community link workers in the area, get to know them. They can help to connect 3 rd sector organisations with GPs.
In other areas, Practice Manager is the gate keeper

Existing models
Adult
health
& social
care

transition to
community

Commissioned
third sector
mental health
service

prevention and
relapse
prevention

Community

Aberdeen Pillar Kincardine
(full model is also available)

Mental health
information station
in Edinburgh
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How can we influence wider policy and practice?
What’s the problem?
 People not being involved in the wider influential conversations or not being listened to.
 It takes time to explore options, solutions and find answers to these big problems.

What would success look like?

✓
✓
✓
✓

People know that they can influence services and policy and have had experience doing so.
Change is happening.
Replication and uptake of the model / resource and ethos.
Lived experience would inform policy and be embedded in practice.

What could go wrong?
 Partners / other organisations not embracing the project & ethos.
 Policy makers not acknowledging change.

What would happen if it didn’t succeed?
 Just continues not working and not meeting people’s needs.
What scares you?
 Time and scale. The energy and motivation needed.
 The burden – not adding stress to already vulnerable groups.
 Practice needs to change – policy needs to reflect people, but
how do we implement change and make it sustainable?

What’s the hardest bit?
 Establishing shared understanding and processes.
 Getting other organisations on board and

responsive to change in need and focus.
 Remembering values and ethos when dealing with

other people’s agendas.

What could smooth the path?

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Aim to change practice first, then policy will follow
(hopefully).
Promote what policy actually means and is.
Promote that every voice is important and
powerful.
Continuously explain our approach and methods.
Make it safe for policy makers to come to the
table for open dialogue (solution- and storyfocused).

a summary

the Good

the Bad

✓ Learning culture
✓ Sharing skills, resources, information
✓ Increased understanding of roles and










✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

services
Flexibility
Broader reach
Reduced duplication
More person-centred
Idea generation

Generally…

Professional egos
Culture clash
Territorial / competitive
Inequality
When it’s tokenistic
Outcomes are different
Person falls through the gap
Needs identified but lack of capacity
to fulfil

the Ugly
Blame culture when failure happens
Underhand working
Large v/ small
Targets v/ reality
Organisations diversify to survive
without right skills
 When statutory model is adopted
and 3rd sector flexibility is lost
 Statutory “superiority”







A lot depends on individual personalities and identifying the correct partners. There needs to be curiosity
and openness about each others intentions and motivations. You need to focus on what you can do - be honest and realistic.
Healthy relationships aren’t necessarily perfect, you need to be allowed to make mistakes. Funders should remove local
situations where projects have to compete rather than collaborate. Urban teams can learn from rural ones which have been
24
forced to come together due to geography and lack of funding.

Health and Social Care Integration
Health and Social Care Integration is one of the key areas the ALLIANCE is interested to learn about.
We therefore intend to address this topic in some way at each learning session.

At the kick-off event in October 2018,
participants were asked what Health and Social
Care Integration meant to them and to
comment on its relevance to their project.

Three main topic areas emerged from analysis:

Participants at the first learning day worked in groups to share what they
have learned so far that fits into each of these themes. The following 3
pages contain this learning grouped by theme using their own words. There
are some different experiences reflected.
They were also asked whether they thought there were any key topics
missing from the analysis. None was identified.
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working
together

streamlined // joined up // reduce duplication
better signposting // includes 3rd sector

Partners are desperate for help from 3rd sector. // Usually 3rd sector who is making attempts to link up. // Seems that 3rd
sector does the chasing but actually fulfils a lot of areas that the LA has to achieve.
Funders need to encourage partnership working across organisations – need TRUE collaborations. // Different charities /
organisations need to be better at working / sharing together rather than in competition.
Willingness to work together but it takes a lot of effort to make it work. // Great conversations are happening but not with
the right people. // We are now welcomed at the table – but it can still feel exclusive and unwelcoming. // New teams are
more open to working in partnership. // It’s a fine balance working together - some experiences have been very supportive.
Who’s taking responsibility and ownership? // Not equal partners. // Not seen as “experts”. // Too much priority on
outcome requirements of the leader funder / organisation.
Depends on leadership in locality. // Different teams work in different ways. // Sometimes invited, sometimes not. // Survey
after survey but nothing changes. // Too much is happening too fast.
Communication between health and social care needs improvement. // Health boards sometimes reluctant to work with social
care because of short term funding. Lack of funding in LA changed the dynamics.
NHS so massive – changes takes a LONG time. // Every large organisation (eg NHS boards) have different ways of working
so you have to start afresh each time. // Make time to understand other organisations’ values etc. // Building relationships
and trust takes a long time. // Need to stop asking organisations to fit in boxes and better for accepting the uniqueness of
the organisation.
If we support professionals to self-manage they will be more able to support us. // Integration professionals are human too.
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pathways

referrals // “no wrong door”
community / local focus // new routes

Intimidating for the individual and families. // People often encouraged (badly) to hold cards close to their chest - should put
ideas out there. // Not easy to understand the big impact the third sector has on families. // Difference between NHS
workers and third sector workers’ approach. // Appreciating different strengths. // Fear that mistakes will impact negatively
on social service workers.
Constant changes within the third sector can be difficult for social services to keep up. // Time limited services cause
problems. // Fear of duplication.

Beginning to work. // Can be one way – prevention is a problem.
Pathways in NHS are linear but third sector want these to be more flexible / fluid as people are not one size only. // Need
increase in social prescribing. // Social services don’t refer regularly. // Referrers are often keen to “pass people on” to
organisations – but also organisations need to support each other. //
Open door, different ways of accessing service. // Some pathways have to be through GPs due to nature of projects - down
to individual projects. // No two teams are the same so referrals happen in lots of different ways.
Important to make sure GPs and Local Authority know what you do. // Co-located posts work well
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person-centred

increase impact // needs-based // equality for carers
early intervention // prevention // people-led

More people in the process of making things truly person-centred rather than just doing things as we have always done
them. // Empowering people to do things for themselves. // Compassionate and strengths-based approach. // We are all
there to support the person, requires a mind-set change to be open to being influenced by them.
Independence → balance and boundaries in partnership. // Collective advocacy but partnership approach.
Holistic approach required. // Getting to know a person takes time – build trust to build relationships. // People helping
people.
Family input is important. // Lack of recognition for carers. // Support networks.
People feel they have to fit in with services. // Service users are very good at identifying gaps and solutions but it’s not
always easy for them to be heard.
Gaps cause problems. // There are pockets that work well. // When it works well it works well!!
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One thing I want the ALLIANCE to know, and why
6 themes emerged, here are some illustrative quotes...

How good the ALLIANCE is as a funder
(especially their flexibility) (10 mentions)

I have felt valued and trusted by the funders
for many reasons, this is not always the case.
Third sector need to feel able to try new
approaches and feel able to report warts ‘n’
all. The Alliance offers that freedom to
experiment, results in creativity and
unexpected outcomes. Much less stressful for
workers.
The Alliance should know because:

Project autonomy = authenticity and
ownership. Thank you!
Hopefully other funders will feel more
encouraged by this.

We’ve exceeded our expectations (2 mentions)

Our project flew off the shelves and has exceeded
our expectations.
The Alliance should know because:

It’s important to realise the capacity of the project
to grow.

The value of peer support (3 mentions)

While content is important, it’s the shared
experience that makes the biggest difference.
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The Alliance should know because:

They could use this knowledge to influence
social policy.

User involvement / user led (7 mentions)

People like to take charge of their own wellbeing with appropriate guidance and information.
We need a new term instead of “experts” in your own lives, as that implies your life should be going great.

People want to be involved in the design and decision-making but feel it is inaccessible and exclusive because of the language
that surrounds evaluation.*
The Alliance should know because:

* This will be useful if the Alliance wants to include more people in evaluation activities.
We want to align as closely as possible with a coproduction approach, this requires it to be process- rather than outcome-led.

Partnership working (8 mentions)

Authenticity and transparency is required at all levels and partners;
organisational, statutory partners, workers, individuals - be more human,
less fear, and more compassion and sit with the discomfort of not knowing.
We can only solve this together.
There is so much crossover between projects. Working together between
conditions is the way forward.
Not everybody is ready for self-management , only third sector organisations
are!
Changed order of initial plan from collaborating with health professionals
initially to informing them after we have completed our client consultation.
Working in partnership with Health and Social Care is challenging (and
moves slowly!)

3 projects said it was too
soon to answer this
question.
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The Alliance should know because:

We are fighting a one-sided battle.
Without this the project cannot work well.
Still don’t know how or if Health and Social Care are integrating effectively.

This way of reporting (2 mentions)

This way of reviewing and reporting has been fantastic, more of
this please. Great to come together, listen, learn, share and
question each other. I’m normally scared to write but this process
has given me confidence to share my thoughts.
The Alliance should know because:

Feeling as if what I’m doing is recognised in the room and others
are having same issues with some ideas generated I can use.

Feedback

This is a flavour of what participants wrote. The full feedback has been shared with The ALLIANCE.

What worked well...

What worked less well...

At the next session…

I loved the group discussions. They were so
diverse, informative and integrated. I have never
experienced that before, makes the discussion
points 'real'.
The whole day made me think about the project
in more detail, I feel more confident about
evaluating it and being more creative. I also feel
I can ask for support/help if I need it. Feeling
connected.
Loved the whole day and having focused
questions. Really enjoyed talking with different
groups and hearing similar language as well as
different views.
Dynamic activities, good pace to the day; not
having to write a report!
The respect everyone was shown by being asked
difficulted, detailed questions (ie not baby'ed).
Hearing common views, understanding how
others have tackled issues.
Being encouraged to share random thoughts on
post its, much easier than sitting at computer
faced with a form to fill out. Helped being away
from work. Having space to think and read
others’ thoughts.

Afternoon discussions on H&SCI and
partnerships could have had a S-M focus.
I would have preferred to have all the questions
in advance.
Changing groups for each activity has its
challenges… a completely new group dynamic.
Got a wee bit tired by the last group/flipchart
session, however different groups helped.
Pace was slow; too much moving around.
Hearing other members speak without mic.
I felt some of the parts of the day were a little
repetitive.
Would have been good to learn a wee bit more
about each project.
Lunch - not enough. Terrible tea. Lack of
water / juice at breaks.
Takes a lot out of time.
Not a lot of time and space for networking.
Area where we met as large group was too small
So much to contribute but not much time.
That crucial information was later when people
were getting tired
The part about the H&SC alliance partnership
seemed less relevant/interesting to me.

More of the same learning styles, more ideas for
evaluation, more food!
At each round table perhaps an introduction from
the projects so we know what they do.
Alliance officers to sit in more in discussions. I
don't think it would influence how people
participate.
Hear more about what's working and why.
Examples of good practice.
To hear all the feedback from today.
Examples of previously funded Alliance selfmanagement projects - resources they produced
to maximise learning from other projects
Continue to have my eyes opened to new ways
of thinking. To have a few more practical
discussions (as a number of the group
discussions were quite philosophical).
a chance to talk to people about what they do
and how we can support each other
more variety in types of activity to discuss
learning around different topics
do more networking and hearing progress of
other projects.

Preferences for Learning Day 2 - 18th June 2019
Format

Online? (webinar)
5 votes 

OR

Face to face?
20 votes 

Morning session on involving the people you work with in evaluation (beyond feedback)?
Yes please: 17 (including 1 comment: DeafBlind Scotland interested IF funding available for translators)
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